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Proposed COP - Electrical Systems. 

Feedback from Neil Graham 

 

 Executive Summary 

My name is Neil Graham and I have electrical and mechanical engineering qualifications and over 40 

years  experience in those disciplines .   I have been actively involved in the hobby since 1984.  I was 

involved in the construction, commissioning and trials of a 24VDC battery electric (AME 5” gauge 422 

class) locomotive.  

I have read (and re-read) the proposed Electrical Code for Miniature Locomotives. 

I have found the document difficult to comprehend in many places  and with the mixture of ELV and 

LV  narrative together, I expect  will lead to mis-understanding and confusion for many potential 

constructors. 

I would strongly recommend the document be re-drafted with a major revision to a more user 

friendly and logically flowing presentation to cater for the requirement of more than 95%  of electric 

traction model engineers who will opt for ELV. 

I urge the authors to follow the exemplary example of the AALS – AMBSC  Boiler Codes,   and that 

the Electrical Code be broken up into 3 x books.  viz. 

Pt 1        -              ELV  (Maximum 50 Volts) 

Pt 2        -              LV    (for anything higher than 50 Volts) 

Pt 3        -              Radio Control and other interfacing  systems., (eg. with I.C. prime movers)  

To enable the above in an orderly manner I would recommend that an Australian Miniature Electric 

Traction Safety Committee (AMETSC) be instituted (similar to AMBSC), to oversee and give direction 

to electric  motive power construction happening now and into the future. (The ratio of 

electric:steam construction is at least 3:1).  I would recommend they publish Part 1 first, then Part 3 , 

lastly the more difficult Part 2. 

 The codes should not just state the mandatory requirements and recommendations, but in the case 

of ELV, publish model electrical circuits and diagrams with hardware data to assist the novice to 

construct a battery electric locomotive.  AMETSC would do the FMECA and RA for the ELV only 

model circuits.  This would simplify ELV loco constructors requirements for certification and will 

encourage newcomers to enter into our hobby and help guarantee our model engineering future. 

 Yours faithfully 

Neil Graham 
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Detailed Submission  to ALSSC 

I have read the proposed Electrical COP draft document multiple times. 

Whilst I do appreciate that a huge amount of work has gone into it, I just cant figure out how to 

interrogate it in a quick and useful manner. Some areas have multiple duplications and some 

statements are bordering on confusing, resulting in a comprehension  problem, especially Sect. 6. 

Some examples:- 

Section 4.9 -  Failsafe,  FMECA, AS/IEC paragraph, RA.   Three different items all lumped together 

under one heading 

 “Where an all electronic   …  AS/IEC 61508 … “    It is meaningless to the loco constructor. 

Section 4.10 -  Why the last sentence? Totally unrelated and out of context.   Hazzards are fully 

addressed in Section 10. 

Section 4.11 – This is a conflict waiting to happen 

Section 6 , the narrative flips backwards and forwards between ELV and LV.    That in itself could 

cause confusion and is thus problematic. (A conclusive demonstration of the need for separation of  

ELV and LV Codes). 

Section 7.6  -   This borders on difficult to comprehend  in its convoluted,  labored explanation! 

Section 7.9  -  using “highly desirable” is getting away from accepted standards and 

definitions!   Document should defer to either Mandatory, Recommended or Not required. 

Section  7.11 – “Consideration for dead Man control …”  ” is getting away from accepted standards 

and definitions!  Document should defer to AALS standard either Mandatory, Recommended or Not 

required. 

Section 7.13 -  “builders encouraged to use a quality system”.  That gives them the option to install 

other than quality systems.  ! 

I think that demonstrates enough examples.  There are many more. 

In the existing proposal, I cannot find any  guidelines or examples to assist me to build even a very 

simple battery-electric  locomotive (without designing from scratch).  Herein lies a large part of the 

problem, it assumes that the builder has either the knowledge or knows how to find it. 

In trying to get my head around it, I am attempting to collect my thoughts on what I see as 

difficulties and I cant point in any one area.  Its just the document verbose and labored presentation 

that just don’t  encourage me to built an electric locomotive.  In fact ,  if I was a newcomer to the 

hobby and I wanted to build an electric locomotive and I was presented with the draft document, I 

would walk away and go and find a friendlier hobby. 

Having said that , and my ears are already starting to burn ,  I expect the following may not be well 

received by those who have already put in a mountain of work. 
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 I am a firm believer that one should not criticize if one is not prepared to contribute to the remedy, 

Therefore, maybe I should start by saying who I am and some of my background. 

 

Life experience of Neil Graham 

Time served Electrical Fitter Mechanic, with appropriate TAFE completion qualifications. 

Post Trades Electronic (It was Pentodes and Mercury Arc Rectifiers then, very early days for solid 

state). 

5 years as Electrical Engineer on merchant ships. 

Qualified as Marine Engineer to Class 1 (Motor) – Chief Engineer. 

Experience on all related mechanical and electrical control and power systems from SCADA PLC 4-

20mA to 6.6 kV power systems. 

Completed Masters of Maintenance Engineering Management at CQU.  (2005)  This included 

coursework on FMECA and RA. 

Finished my working career as Engineering Superintendent and Ship Manager.  Involved in 

implementation of ISM ship management and QA Systems (large component of OHS and safety 

related systems and compliance to various worldwide and local certification authorities eg. ISO 8000 

& 14000) 

Have been involved in the hobby since mid 1980s. Am still a current member of Illawarra Live 

Steamers 

I Co-ordinated and was involved in the construction and articles for the 5”g AME series ,  NSWGR 

422 class battery electric loco.  (including intimate involvement in the 24VDC electrics) 

 

So here goes. 

The following are just some motherhood statements. I will go into the detail later. 

The document should first and foremost be an adjunct to helping to assist new entrants and existing 

model engineers get involved in the electric traction side of the hobby.  The document should 

introduce the subject of electric traction in a kind and encouraging manner. In saying that, the 

document should not only say what is forbidden but should be presented in a manner that 

encourages the can-do, more so than the cant do.  Tell us what we can do without putting up too 

many technical barriers. (its all in the presentation) 

Possibly the greatest turn offs in the document are the FMECA and Risk Analysis (RA) requirements. 

Most skilled working people have had this stuff shoved down our collective throats for the last 20 or 

so years .   Others  would have no concept of it.  We are hobbyists who partly indulge in our hobby 

to escape this stuff.  (I would suggest anyone who is thinking of building an ELV battery electric loco 
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and encounter the FMECA and RA requirements will walk away and get another hobby) I will explain 

later how builders and constructors  should be able to mostly avoid detailed FMECA and RA. 

 May I be impertinent enough to suggest us to look where AALS-AMBSC have been very successful. 

I opine that we could take a leaf out of the AMBSC Boiler Codes, which are written in such a manner 

that most model engineers can fairly easily understand and allows the model engineer in most cases 

to design and build a copper boiler.  The AMBSC many years ago did the FMECA and RA (it wasn’t 

called that in those days) and incorporated their conclusions in approving several codes and 

methodologies and presented their results to the AALS in the form of the codes as we know them 

today. This took the form of allowing and tabulating certain compositions of materials, tables of sizes, 

tables of limits, tables of strength compensation,  nomograms and drawings of the different boiler 

types. The copper boiler maker could go away and build a boiler from scratch (under the control of 

the club Boiler Inspector) using the information in the applicable code.   

Steel boilers required a higher degree of technical skill and so in the main were constructed by 

suitably qualified people.  But again, to the requirements of the Codes. 

All the information was provided in the Code based on work done by the AMBSC in their then 

analysis of the boiler working environment relative to the materials and methods used (now FMECA 

and RA). The maximum allowable pressure for miniature boilers being 700 kpa (100psi) ably 

demonstrates the AMBSC understanding of the safety fundamentals of what is now  FMECA and RA 

and their application of those principles to allow a person of no previous skills in that area to learn 

enough to construct a copper boiler. 

With the burgeoning of electric loco numbers in the hobby, and the very fluid date of change within 

the electrical and controls industry, maybe its time to have a complete re-think on how we handle 

the formulation of an Electrical Code for constructors and builders. 

Concerning the proposed code of practice – the design and construction of an electric powered 

locomotive is NOT a practice or operation .  Its is a construction methodology of guiding rules and 

options with a focus on safety, more akin to the construction of steam locomotive boilers.  Therefore 

maybe it should not be a part of any Code of Practice. 

Maybe it is time to take a quantum leap and get well ahead of the legislative game and institute an 

ongoing  Australian Miniature Electric Traction Safety Committee (AMETSC).  They then formulate 

the required codes and publish them (through AALS) as required.  
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Proposal to reformat the entire presentation of the Electrical Code  

I would propose in the interests of uniformity and existing high standards that is the AALS , that a 

new AMETSC adopt a not dissimilar approach (to the boiler codes) in the drafting and presentation 

of the proposed Electric Traction Code for Locomotives and other auxillaries. 

It would simplify everyones understanding if the code was presented in three parts,  1 and 2 and 3 

General -     Definitions , scope etc. 

May I opine that the existing scope in particular to far too verbose. (No-one will read it) .  It really 

needs to be tightened up and made concise and succinct.  (There is a lot of verbose descriptive in 

there that the model engineer does not need to know in its current detail, more on how we can 

avoid that later) 

Part 1  -   ELV only (systems  0 – 50 Volts Maximum)) 

Part 2 -   LV only (55 Volts and greater) 

Part 3 - Remote (Radio) Control &  other systems 

 

Part 1, 2 and 3 Concepts 

Part 1 -  This would be aimed at the model engineer who wishes to build their own ELV electric 

traction locomotive.  To contain but not be limited to. 

a. A short introduction into electric traction 

b. A short and succinct ELV Scope, definition and AALS Code limitations. 

c. Block diagrams 

d. Control circuits block diagrams 

e. Model wiring diagram(s) for locomotives and riding cars  (there may be some variations 

or more than one)  

f. Model wiring Schematics(s) for locomotives  and riding cars (there may be some 

variations or more than one)  

g. Power Isolation switch sizing nomograms 

h. Power circuit breaker s sizing nomograms 

i. Fusing of power and control circuits 

j. Power cabling sizing nomogram/matrix, based on maximum (stall) current draw of 

traction equipment plus a safety margin of  XX% 

k. Power and control cabling colour codes.  (Could we take a lead from the automotive 

industry eg. Wiring up trailers???) 

l. Cabling installation and securing. 

m. Approved types of joining and connectors. 

n. Switching contactors and relays. 

o. Batteries,  chargers and charging  (No on board chargers for any ELV locomotives )** 

p. Traction Motors 
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**If a LV primary voltage battery charger is fitted on board, then the complete loco and/or 

riding car be treated  as LV and be subject to the LV Code compliance regime. 

I cannot see a problem with keeping the charger out of the locomotive or riding car. Modern “smart” 

chargers are quite compact . (Much more compact and simple than start up gear required for a 

steamer!) 

Note :-  For all the above,  the FMECA and RA is taken out of the hands of the model builder and is 

done by the AMETSC on the provided model circuits/schematics and diagrams.  If the locomotive 

electrics are built to the ELV published document, then it complies with the code. 

All such equipment be subject  to a four year inspection by an club inspector and be issued with a 

AMETSC compliance certificate (Like a Boiler Ticket) 

  

Part 2 -  LV and other 

Personally , I think that 110VAC, 240VAC and 415VAC has no place in our hobby, especially 

in the public domain.  For the majority of model engineers , they do not have the 

competence or depth of knowledge or qualifications to even work in that environment. Also, 

change of locomotive ownership interstate may present unforeseen safety issues that may 

be difficult to control. 

LV is just too risky in my opinion. Applying the RA analysis matrix, , regardless of the 

unlikelihood of anything happening, the consequences of an incident can be catastrophic, 

which instantly makes it high risk.  (RA can be subjective according who is conducting it!) 

Nrg Note:- In referring back to the boiler codes, the AMBSC in their wisdom banned HP and 

high superheat boilers from the hobby and mandated a conservative maximum pressure of 

100 psi (700kpa).  For model engineer hobbyists a maximum  electrical pressure of 50 Volts 

should be mandated as this voltage pressure will not cause shock or injury under most 

circumstances, but will still allow very powerful locomotives to be constructed and operated. 

However,  if the committee deems inclusion of LV then at least the following:-    

This would need to be drafted according to the relevant Standards Australia  Code(s).  

Nrg Note .   How do we include state variations? Leave it up to the builder (Risky).  How would it 

affect portability of equipment state to state ??? 

The builder would initially submit wiring schematics, block diagrams and hardware specifications to 

a suitably qualified person for sign off before commencement of the electrical installation. 

Each circuit on an LV locomotive shall have core balance type earth leakage cut-out protection.  

FMECA and RA would be conducted initially by the constructor and verified by the club inspector. 
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All LV locomotives to be wired up only by those who have such a required qualification and that 

person issues a “Safety Certificate”  to the AALS Club.  (That may be very difficult to achieve) 

All LV locomotives have a documented test and safety sign off at club level. (Like a boiler record 

book) 

All LV locomotives subject to a 1 or 2 year?  Test and Tag Certificate by a suitably qualified person. 

The club inspector then issues a compliance certificate (like a boiler ticket) 

 

Part 3 - Remote (Radio) Control &  other systems 

a. Radio and remote control for ELV systems (addressed in Greg Coleman submission) 

b. ELV controls for other than traction (eg, control of I.C prime movers and generators). 

c. ELV equipment or controls in potentially hazardous environment.  

 

Documentation Development 

I have presented the above as an alternative basic format.  We must remember that what we do is a 

hobby and must remain as an interesting hobby without difficult compliance to be enjoyable AND 

for the hobby to have a future.  The way I understand it, is that I do acknowledge and  

recognize that AMETSC need to completely document the formulation and derivation of 

their research, AMETSC analysis and conclusions of the requirement and the need to be 

aware of this in a formalized manner.   

 

Miniature Electric Traction Code Development Master Document 

One way that this could be done is for the AMETSC to develop the code under the umbrella of a 

“Code Master Development Document”  for both the ELV and LV sections of the code,  in which the 

reasons for the code decisions are documented as well as the usual CYA (cover your arse) legal 

statements.  The prescription and proscription advices can be fully explained here. The bulk 

of the existing proposal should be migrated into the new “Master Document” 

 

For the ELV, AMETSC should include some examples of suitable hardware data and  

examples and nomograms and matrices for equipment and components sizing and rating.  

The model circuits are formulated and approved and then FMECA and RA be completed by 

AMETSC for the published model circuits and the recommended components.  
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There would need to be consideration of for the approval of commercial models in the Code.  

The Commercial builder could conduct and document their own FMECA and RA and it 

simply be verified and signed off by AMETSC ??? 

This “master” document be the fallback of any litigation defense of the code if required at a later 

date.   

The code Development Master Document would be a “live” document subject to 

amendments as required. Some of the amendments content may need to be trickled down  

to the Issued Working code after being suitably edited and couched in easy to understand 

terms. 

 

Miniature Locomotive Electric Traction Code  (The Issued working Code) 

Model Engineers and especially potential model engineers need to be presented with smooth 

flowing and logically sequenced documentation that they can (in essence) instantly understand, and 

from the information, examples and guidance within, be able to complete an Electric traction 

Locomotive that complies with the code.. 

Therefore the Issued working Code itself be kept “concise” and “succinct”  with the verbose and 

lengthy explanatory paragraphs not included.  In other words, enough info for the model engineer to 

construct a safe locomotive without needing to wade through the largely extraneous derivations and 

background reasonings and decisions of why it is so. 

If the document examples are used and followed for the power and control circuits and the 

constructor complies with the methodology, then  FMECA and RA is already completed and it is 

simply a matter of the constructor commissioning and demonstrating the functions of the required 

safety features to the AALS club responsible person.  (who then issues the Certificate). 

 

In conclusion 

I know its not easy to generate a new document,  but it behooves us to achieve that simplicity of 

logic and presentation and keep the verbose compulsory rules and regulations in the background as 

much as we can.   Its an acquired skill, drafting a new knowledge and learning document, especially 

one which has wide parameters and a wide variety of limitations. 

The rate of construction of electric powered locomotives has already exceeded the number of steam 

locomotives being built.  In the near future I would expect that the ratio electric:steam completions 

within five years may reach between 3:1 to 5:1.   

For the hobby to thrive in this area , and especially to attract new model engineers, who will at first 

gravitate to this form of motive power, it is vitally important that the proposed code is presented in 

a way to encourage new building of miniature electric traction locomotives (for those who wish to 
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do so), without being burdened by what they initially may see as barriers if the code is not well 

presented. 

The demonstrated need for an electrical code you have already identified and recognized, to which 

the ALSSC is to be congratulated for their foresight. .  However, I do think that such codes should be 

very carefully drafted.  Most of the existing proposal data could be migrated into the Code 

Development Master Document and then re-worked/edited (Don’t chuck out the baby with the 

bathwater), then the practical components trickled down to the working Code. 

 

 Code Working Documents (The issued Codes) 

It may transpire that to get it right, the AMETSC may decide to concentrate on the ELV part and get it 

issued first, with the more difficult LV section to be published at a later date.  From a model 

constructors viewpoint, I would opine that a separate book each be issued for ELV,  LV  and Other. 

 

Snapshot examples of some sections of a proposed ELV Working Code. 

A short introduction into electric traction                                                                                     

A short descriptive and a couple of pictures of 5” gauge small, scale model, and a “people mover” 

A concise and succinct General Summary description of system requirements viz. 

There are basically 5 x system/hardware requirements within any battery electric locomotive.   The 

simplicity or complexity will depend on whether or not the locomotives are intended to be used in 

the public domain. They are:- 

1. The power source system, usually batteries  

2. Isolation and short circuit/overload protection 

3. Locomotive function control system 

4. Traction power  control system 

5. The traction motors 

6. Auxillaries 
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Scope 

The scope of this book is to introduce and encourage by way of guidelines, the construction of Code 

compliant  ELV locomotives and their safety systems. 

 

Context and References 

As well as this document ,  It is recommended that builders be aware of the AALS Codes of Practice, 

publications, and especially be familiar with the contents of the COP – Interoperability & Safety of 

Railways, Road Vehicles and Plant,  before commencement of locomotive design and construction. 

There are several Appendices.  These are to provide further information for constructors  

 

Definitions  

The definitions follow the convention of previous AALS/AMBSC publication convention. 

a. Extra Low Voltage (hereafter ELV)  in this code shall refer to equipment with Maximum 

system Voltage of 50 VDC or 50 VAC. 

b. Low Voltage (higher than 50 Volts , hereafter LV) is NOT part of this code. 

c. Shall, must  or will means mandatory  

d. Recommended means advisable.  

 (Highly recommended should not be used as it adds a another level of subjective complexity) 

e. Not Required (NR) means not applicable or not required 

 

Limitations  

Maximum systems Voltage shall be  50 Volts  

Maximum Battery pack voltage output shall be 48 VDC 

Recommended Control System Voltages  5VDC  or 12VDC or  24VDC. 

LV equipment not permitted within and cannot be installed on board an ELV locomotive  
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Minimum safety features and guidelines to incorporate 

1. Battery pack Isolation main switch.  

2. Fuses for main power (traction) OR Current limiting cut-out Circuit Breaker  (FLC + 20%)  

3. Fuses for control circuits and “power on” indicator light. 

4. Fail Safe controls & interlocking protection for locomotive power systems 

a. If any break in supply of main supply the locomotive, then traction power is isolated 

b. If any short circuit or fusing of components , then traction power is isolated. 

c. If any control system inadvertently disconnects,  then traction power is isolated 

5. Removable keyswitch or magnetic tether switch function that interrupts power for traction.   

a. Mandatory for locomotives used in public domain 

b. Recommended for all other locomotives  

6. Emcy Stop.  Latching type that also applies the train brakes 

7. Vigilance Control - recommended 

a. Throttle or Regulator is self re-setting to Zero power. Ie. Dead Mans Handle. 

b. Resettable timer  reset every 30 seconds audible /visual if expired, if ignored 30 

second later then traction power is isolated and brakes applied. 

8. Recommended that first time builders consider a “Plug and Play” control system, to assist 

them to overcome the technical aspect of electric controls  and to smooth Certification path. 

 

The following Matrix for guidance in the above and to cover Hazzard Reduction Requirements 

 

M = Mandatory; R = Recommended; Not Required = self explanatory 

If the constructor wishes to go to a higher level than the above minimum requirement,  there is no 

restriction on the constructor to do so. 
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Block diagrams 

 
 

“Plug and Play” circuits block diagrams 
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The “brains” of a commercially available “plug & play” power controller. 

 

 

Plug and Play Systems 

 

Plug and Play traction control systems are an emerging part of the hardware availability. 

These systems are manufactured and supplied in modules. These cover the most complicated parts 

of the control and power systems.  They come pre wired with interconnecting plug –in leads for easy 

installation and interconnecting with user defined and supplied appliances.  

Commercial Plug and play systems have “fail safe” protection built into their design. 

 

The components are:- 

a. Simple systems 

i. Main Traction Power control module 

ii. Small hand held controller with speed control, direction control, horn button, 

a power on indication light,  a keyswitch or Emcy Stop button 

 

b. Full featured systems 

i. Main Traction Power control module 

ii. Auxy systems control module (relay pack with outputs) 

iii. Full featured Controller which include but not limited to:-  

1. A keyswitch and a latching Emcy Stop . 

2. Power ON indication 

3. Automatic application of brakes if Emcy Stop is activated 

4. Brake application and release 

5. Horn button,  

6. Marker lights switch 

7. Main Headlight/beam switch 

8. Voltmeter 

9. Ammeter 
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Model wiring diagram(s) for locomotives and riding cars  (there may be some 

variations or more than one)  
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Model wiring Electrical Schematic(s) for locomotives  and riding cars (there may be 

some variations or more than one)  

 

1. Schematic for a small non-passenger hauling locomotive 
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1A.  The below gives an example of a control circuit suitable for a larger 

locomotive. 
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2. Schematic for a locomotive suitable for public passenger hauling 
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The above shows a typical commercial controller suitable for a small locomotive. 

 

Power Isolation switch details 

 
The above photo shows a typical weatherproof battery isolating switch. 

The following diagram shows an acceptable contacts arrgt of the Isolation switch. 

 

The wiring is such that when the battery power isolator is closed , the batteries cannot 

be charged simultaneously. 

 

Conversely  when the battery power isolator is opened, only then can the batteries be 

charged. 
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Power circuit breakers and their sizing nomograms 

The above picture shows a typical Circuit Breaker 
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The following table Nomogram shows the determination of circuit breaker sizes. 

 

 
 

 

Fusing of power and control circuits 

 

Blade type fuses and holders are readily available and are suitable for our purpose 

 

 
 

An 80 Amp in line blade fuse 
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Blade fuses and holders suitable for control circuits and auxillaries 

 

 
A  blade fuse set , suitable protection for a group of auxillaries. 

Eg.  Horn,  Brake Vacuum/Compressor, Marker lights, Main Beam light 
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Power cabling sizing nomogram/matrix, based on maximum (stall) current draw of 

traction equipment plus a safety margin of  XX% 

 

 
It is recommended that  multiple thin strand cores type cabling be used be used. 

 
The above cable suitable from power source through to Motors in the Traction Power circuits 

 

 
The above cable is suitable for moderate current draw auxillaries  eg:  Horn & Vacuum/Compressor 
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The above multi core cables are suitable for low power control systems. 

 

 

Power and control cabling colour codes.  (Could we take a lead from the automotive 

industry eg. Wiring up trailers???) 
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Cabling installation and securing. 
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The above shows an automotive  jumper/connection cabling suitable for low and moderate 

power for auxillary control and appliances. 

 

Nine pin connectors suitable for electronic and very low power control systems 
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The above shows a 9-pin cable male and female end pre wired connectors 

 

 

 

 

 

Switching contactors and relays 

 
A typical 12VDC  70 Amp main power isolation or switching relay 

 

 
A typical medium current 12VDC 30A relay -  for use on larger auxillary items. 
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Small 5VDC 10A power relays suitable for most appliances. 

 

 

 

 

 
5VDC  5 A  solid state relays suitable for smaller appliances 
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Batteries,  chargers and charging  (No on board chargers for any ELV 

locomotives )** 

 

 

The above picture shows a large Absorbent Glass Mat (AGM) type of deep 

cycle battery that lends itself better  to electric traction service  than open 

lead acid batteries. Such a  120 AH battery is suitable for larger heavy duty 

locomotives. 

 

 

The above shows a typical available Battery Charger suitable for AGM battery health. 
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The following diagram shows an acceptable arrangement for battery charging. 

 

Main Traction Motors 

 

The above shows a modern Permanent Magnet DC motor suitable for traction. 

Permanent magnet DC motors are recommended as they have high starting torques and can be 

readily obtained in sizes from 100W to 5 kW. 

Their speed ranges from 500RPM to 3000 RPM. 

Variations of these motors can be purchased with reduction gearboxes attached . 
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Test Sheet Guide for  Commissioning New or Existing Locomotives, or after 

re-commissioning following Major Repairs or Modifications to electrics. 

General 

1. All components including batteries secure in the loco and riding car (if applicable)     YES/NO 

2. Permanent cabling and wiring arranged and secured in a workmanlike manner        YES/NO 

3. Flexible cabling and associated connections good condition, secure and functional     YES/NO 

Functional 

4. Does the Battery Isolator kill ALL power and control circuits.           YES/NO 

5. Does the random disconnection of any flexible cabling render the loco inoperative     YES/NO 

6. Does the Horn work                YES/NO 

7. Do the brakes work satisfactorily              YES/NO 

8. Does the Emcy Stop latch and remove traction power and apply the brakes         YES/NO 

9. Does the operation of the keyswitch/tether remove traction power          YES/NO 

10. Does the interruption of Radio Control render the locomotive inoperable         YES/NO 

11. Is the speed and direction control of the locomotive satisfactory           YES?NO 

 

Neil Graham 

 

Sent to:- David Proctor   

ame@grapevine.com.au 

cc. to Illawarra Live Steamers – Secy Greg Coleman.  

the.acgc@gmail.com  
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